Trauma Apparel
Training Moulage
Systems Fasteners

Save Time, Save Money, Save Lives.
The Advanced Trauma Training System revitalizes the
modeling and simulation market; enhancing point-ofwound care preparation and hands-on education
through reimagining the potential of moulage instruction
aids.
Rehearsing and sustaining proper medical
response techniques for crisis situations is now available
with a level of freedom previously unattainable.

www.a-t-t-s.com
www.a-t-tinfo@a-t-t-s.com
(307) 214-9586
info@a-t-t-s.com
DUNS:
117090136
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Build In-Depth Scenarios as Easily as 1, 2, 3!

Attach Moulage Injuries

Complexity Simplified
The Trauma Training System (TTS) is an all-inclusive training kit for
comprehensive instruction and in-depth education. Equipped with
sufficient inventory to create small or large-scale medical scenarios.
Each package includes the following:
❑

40 Durable Velcro ® Backed Life-Like Moulage Injuries

❑

25 Elastic Hook and Loop Fastening Straps

❑

20 Trauma Windows

❑

Plus an Exclusive Trauma Training Suit of Your Preference

Compact convenience and built in value with our deployable,
durable, and easy to use education platform. Our Velcro ® fastening
system integrates into injuries to outperform older methods of moulage
training in comfort, versatility, and ease of placement.

Injury
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Attachment Straps

Trauma Suits

+ A.T.T.S.

An All-Inclusive Trauma Training System
Complex Scenario Simulation
Innovative

Solutions:

Trauma
training attire jacket and pants
support dozens of injuries and
increase
learning
complexity
effortlessly.

Time Savings: Quick scenario set
up, simple break down and role
player change-out.

Concealable Injuries: Reinforce
hands-on palpation and illicit
emotional
response in each
educational evolution.

Mass Casualty Drills: Evaluate
multi-agency overall respective
preparedness for response to an
all-encompassing scenario.

+
Patent Pending Concepts
We are the only company to provide:
Velcro®

Backed

Injuries:

No complicated
instructions, makeup or adhesives. Place any
wound, anywhere; use with or without the apparel.

Dedicated Attire: Cover and conceal moulage
injuries while presenting a desired mechanism of injury
through personally customized detachable panels.

One-Size-Fits-All Suits: Will fit any size individual
through the expansion panel sizing system. Our
cost effective training solution is the first-of-its-kind
on the market.
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+

A.T.T.S.

Convenience in Training
Practical, reality based first-aid training helps prepare
medical technicians to assess and treat patients while
under pressure. This hands-on educational repetition
ultimately impacts critical life-saving decisions.

+Response	
  assessment	
  
and	
  formulation	
  arises	
  
visually	
  on	
  approach	
  for	
  
treatment.	
  
The	
  trauma	
  suit	
  design	
  
The trauma training system enhances
familiar educational aids by simplifying
application
procedures,
enriching
situational realism, and allowing for
1000’s of scenarios and wound
patterns.

ATTS is the solution when it’s crucial
to be convincing in your training.
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+ Moulage Injuries

+

Rejuvenating the Training Aid
Raising the Bar: ATTS’s value-added simplicity outperforms
traditional injury kits in convenience, placement, and savings.
Unique Velcro® backed injuries allow ALL wounds to be placed
wherever you have a soft-sided surface to receive it!
The only kit of its kind on the market! Move any injury anywhere!
No need to purchase individual wounds per body part!

25 included elastic straps can fittingly expand a response
rehearsal from a single person to a few dozen rapidly.
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+

Trauma Windows

Removable. Reusable. Replaceable.

Real Solutions For Real Scenarios
Bring your scenarios to life with our
progressive training suit. Customized visual
stimulus familiarizes response patterns and
treatment priority in critical situations.
Detachable Trauma Windows conceal
moulage injuries positioned on the jacket
and pants. Animate your instruction to tell
the story of possible mechanisms-of-injury for
those now under your care.
“Windows” provide valuable visual cues of
possible underlying injuries, enhancing
casualty simulation authenticity.
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20	
  windows	
  included!	
  Additional	
  
panels	
  are	
  sold	
  in	
  packs	
  of	
  5,	
  10	
  and	
  
25	
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One-Size-Fits-All

ATTS Exclusive

Suit Expansion System

“Our	
  one-‐size-‐fits-‐all	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Trauma	
  Suit	
  serves	
  as	
  an	
  all	
  
inclusive	
  training	
  option	
  to	
  the	
  
almost	
  40	
  sizes	
  of	
  military	
  
battle	
  dress	
  uniforms”	
  

The first-ever fully expandable garment.
Integrating twelve heavy-duty, two-way,
separable zippers, helped create a system
that can be adjusted to accommodate the
physical characteristics of any role player.
Worn over clothing, our wound wear can be
switched out in the training environment
without the need for dressing rooms or
removing footwear.
Easily expand and
contract the attire for a natural fit.
Uniform tops incorporate five zippered
sections. Jackets are central opening and
expandable from the waist to underarm and
underarm to wrist.
Uniform bottoms incorporate seven zippered
sections. Pants are central opening, with
boot access, rear cinch strap, expandable
from the waist to knee and knee to ankle.

Quickly Adjust

Boot Access
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+

+ Trauma Suit
Trauma Panels

Options

Buying the right products for training
makes all the difference in the
ability to prepare for patients in
real-life.
Our flagship Trauma Suit
features “Trauma Panels;”
an area of looped fabric
sewn onto the clothing for
attaching injuries and Trauma
Windows. There are 14 panels
on the suit, each with the
ability to hold several injuries.
The ATTS trauma suit eliminates
the chance of exposing
sensitive areas without
limiting the zones
where medical
aid can and
should be
.
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+

Trauma Suit Options
Access Panels

System Fasteners

Access Panels

The built-in access panels
provide entry within the
Trauma Suit to the limbs and
torso for treatment. Render
aid directly on the patient or
Bring new life to your access important features of
training manikins; create your high-tech manikin.
medical emergencies using There is no other system
a standard rescue doll and available on the market for
the Trauma Training System. this type of preparation.
Supplemental straps, shown
above, are another ATTS
exclusive and the markets
fastest attachment method
for creating scenarios.

Simulation Manikin Attire
Bring value back to your
training manikins through
either ATTS uniform option.
Dedicated attire will add
visual stressors from the field
to clinical settings and
create more challenging
responses during rescues.
Point-of-wound care has
never been easier.

Turn any manikin into a
trauma-training instrument!
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+ Education

As educators, our mission is to provide
educational medical products and the
highest quality training possible With DCAPTBTLS based injury kits students can recreate
textbook scenarios, refresh academic
information, and reorient focus to specific
skills where they may utilize
newly acquired tactile proficiencies and
classroom theories.
The goal of training is rapid integration of learned skills into applied skills. ATTS’s diverse
range of wound options and attachment methods helps achieve that by putting the
‘hands’ back in hands-on training; allowing first responders to rapidly gain confidence in
training and achieve operational success in their varied and demanding fields. Create
Simplicity in Training, Confidence in Skill-sets and Competence when it Counts.

Induce Stress

Trainees often experience
exaggerated reaction to
the first visual injury and
forget the possibility of
secondary wounds when
stressed.
Training
time
under pressure must be as
close to what is expected
for responders to maximize
skill transference.
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Get Hands-On

Encourage proper triage of
casualties with tactile and
visual stimulus on approach.
The TTS provides realistic
casualty hand sweeps that
incorporate palpation of
wounds on both front and
back. Increase the pressure
associated with complex
responses of this nature.

Train More

40 wounds can increase the
difficulty of each scenario
significantly to create more
thought-provoking
critical
concepts
without
past
limitations. Quick and easy
set-up and breakdown gives
more time for repetitions.
Ensure everyone gets more
needed time under tension.

1
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+

Standardize Your
Training Curriculum

We combine more
benefits than other
moulage kits into a
conveniently
small
duffel bag that can
meet the spectrum of
teaching needs from
basic field care to
mass casualty triage
scenarios.

+

Train the Complete
Continuum of Care

Injuries stay securely in
place through the
complete lifecycle of
a scenario, from pointof-wound care in the
field, across transport
exchanges, to final
after action reviews at
an established facility.

+

Hands-on reality-based
trauma training has
never been easier; our
cost effective moulage
medical training set
provides more than
enough realistic injuries
to create a functional
and credible syllabus.

Trauma suits allow for
scenarios to continue
past the point “endex”
is
normally
called;
extending
learning
opportunities
to
all
responders in a variety
of training settings.

Useful in All Medical
Response Training

❑ Tactical Combat
Casualty Care

❑ Active Shooter /
Terrorist Events

❑ Combat Casualty
Care Course

❑ Motor Vehicle
Accidents

❑ Pre-Hospital Trauma ❑ Mass Casualties /
Life Support
Triage Scenarios
❑ Trauma Nursing
Core Course
❑ Self-Aid Buddy Care

❑ WMD/CBRNE
❑ Search & Rescue
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+ Invest

In Training Value

Big Solutions, Small Costs

No other training kit available today can
compete with the benefits delivered by our
training system to design and implement
complex medical training scenarios.
Placement possibilities, set-up time, and
believability are as significant to your return

on investment as cost, quality, and
quantity
of
injuries.
We
provide
significant value at a considerably low
cost-per-injury price point.

❑

40 Durable Velcro ® Injuries Per Kit

❑

25 Elastic Hook and Loop Straps

❑

20 Trauma Windows

❑

Our Exclusive Trauma Training Suit

Package Options
❑

Supplementary Trauma Windows

❑

Additional Accessory Straps

*Inquire about our two and three Trauma
Training Suit Package options for
increased savings and benefits.

+ A Quick Word From Us
It is our intent to enhance the most
fundamental part of education in medical
training; the hands-on response practice. In
our experience as instructors it became
obvious there is a need to create more
variety and intricacy in scenarios with a

streamlined moulage injury kit. The
resulting Trauma Training System and
injury
application
methods were
founded to create truly realistic
scenarios
resulting
in
effortless
knowledge retention. We take this
opportunity to be our privileged
responsibility, as we continue to serve
those who serve.
Tyler Hare
CEO & USAF Veteran
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